We are a trusted and innovative partner in the evolution of mission-critical communications. Our solutions enable the links our customers use to communicate with vital assets around the globe and in space.

**EXPERTISE**

- Manned Space
- Earth Observation
- Satellite Launch
- On-Orbit Operations
- Defense
- National Programs
- Missile Defense & RADAR
- LEO SmallSats
- Ground Networks
- Satellite Test

**CORE COMPETENCIES**

- Ground and Flight RF Communications
- Ground and Flight Telemetry and Commanding
- Guidance, Navigation, and Control Avionics
- Precision Electro-Optical Systems
- Cloud Computing
- Terrestrial Transport
- Assured Tactical Communication Networks
- Precision RADAR Systems
- Launch Pad Data Acquisition and Control Systems
- Cyber Security
- Analytics
- Ground and Flight Data Acquisition/Control
- COMSEC
- Compliance (CCSDS, MTS, AFSCN, GMSEC)

**MISSION SOLUTIONS**

**softFEP®:** Solutions for ground networks and satellite operations centers
- Network Gateway
- Front End Processing
- Payload Processing
- Data Recording/Playback
- WAN-Express
- COMSEC Converter

**satTRAC®:** Solutions for satellite antenna sites
- TT&C Modem
- Payload Modem
- Spread Spectrum Modem
- Channel Emulator

**inSIGHT™:** Solutions for spacecraft, launch vehicle, and missile test systems
- IoT Analog, Discrete, and PCM Data Acquisition and Control I/O Modules
- Real-Time Channel Monitoring, Storage, Data Visualization, and Analytics
- Data Acquisition and Control Software Using our SOFTLINK® and TestExec™ Application Software
SOFTLINK®, AMERGINT’s software-based architecture, combines hardware and software in a single architecture and forms the “toolbox” we use to solve mission-critical problems with our customers. Whether you have a completely virtual system or a host with edge devices, SOFTLINK leverages software modular, scalable Apps to deliver flexible and agile functionality.

CONTACT
COLORADO SPRINGS OFFICE
2315 Briargate Parkway, Suite 100
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
Ph: 719.522.2800
Fax: 719.522.2810

DENVER/BOULDER OFFICE
1101 West 120th Ave, Suite 220
Broomfield, CO 80021

DRIVING FORCE
We are passionate about solving mission-critical challenges.

MAKING AN IMPACT
Many of our Nation’s space programs rely on AMERGINT-built technologies and systems.

COMPANY CULTURE
We value our employees, their talents, and their contributions, and empower them to thrive.

COMMENTS

NAICS: 517410, 541512, 541511, 334418, 541519, 511210
DUNS: 829274674    CAGE CODE: 5AK24